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EDITOR’S PICK 
SHORT ARTICLES ON VARIOUS HAPPENINGS AROUND THE LAKES 

 on site, delaying completion until 4th 
quarter. 
 The Tilden Mine in National Mine, 
Michigan, was idled in mid-April due to 
the virus, with a planned restart 
sometime in July. That restart date has 
now been moved up to the end of June 
as demands from the automotive 
industry increase. The Tilden Mine 
supplies iron ore for AK Steel, part of 
Cleveland-Cliffs, and their facilities in 
Dearborn, Michigan, and Middletown, 
Ohio.  

“The demand for our steel, iron ore 
and metallics products has recovered 
dramatically over the past month, and 
in light of this, we are restarting Toledo 
and Tilden sooner than we originally 
expected” said Lourenco Goncalves, 
Chairman, President, and CEO of 
Cleveland-Cliffs.  

 
 
 
 
 
 Great Lakes Shipping has been hit 
hard by the economic conditions caused 
by the COVID-19 outbreak. American 
Steamship Company is running well 
below half capacity, with 5 of their 11 
ships in operation. Several ships that fit 
out earlier in the season have since laid 
up, with Canadian fleets beginning to 
lay up more and more vessels, with the 
Robert S. Pierson and Algoma Spirit at 
Sarnia, Ontario, and the Spruceglen at 
Thunder Bay, Ontario.  
 The classic cement-carrier Alpena 
laid up at Superior, Wisconsin, on April 
12, 2020. Her mid-season layup was 
short-lived, as she returned to service 
on May 18, 2020.  

 
 
 
 
 
  
 Rand Logistics announced on May 
14, 2020, that they had completed the 
acquisition of the American Steamship 
Company from GATX Corp.  
 “This transaction is a game-changer 
for both Rand and our customers. Our 
combined 24-vessel fleet gives us the 
capability to meet almost every type of 
dry bulk transportation need on the 
Great lakes” said Peter Coxon, CEO of 
Rand Logistics. The combined Rand and 
American Steamship fleets will be 
capable of moving almost 50 Million 
tons annually, comprising of 24 ships 
with length ranges from 634’ to 1,000’. 
 “ASC is thrilled to be part of the 
creation of a truly unique company with 
the scale and flexibility to meet the 
diverse needs of the Great Lakes 
Region” said David Foster, President of 
American Steamship Company. No 
immediate changes to the fleet are 
expected.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Cleveland-Cliffs announced the 
resumption of construction at their new 
Hot-Briquetted Iron (HBI) facility at 
Toledo, Ohio, as well as the restart of 
operations at their Tilden Mine in 
Michigan’s Upper Peninsula. The 
resuming of operations is happening 
ahead of schedule as the economy 
improves.  
 Construction of the HBI plant was 
halted on March 20, 2020, due to health 
and safety concerns due to the COVID-
19 virus. Construction will be resuming 
soon. Due to new safety measures, 
though, fewer workers will be allowed 
 

RAND LOGISTICS 
COMPLETES ACQUISITION 
OF AMERICAN STEAMSHIP 
MAY 14, 2020 

CLEVELAND-CLIFFS 
RESUMES OPERATIONS 
JUNE 9, 2020 

 
Cement carrier S/S Alpena outbound in the Muskegon, Michigan channel after returning 

to service, June 20, 2020. Photo by Brendan Falkowski 

SHIPS IN AND OUT OF LAY-
UP DUE TO ECONOMY 
JUNE 23, 2020 

SOURCES: 
“Cleveland-Cliffs Inc. Announces Earlier Than Planned Restart of HBI Construction and Tilden Mining Operations”. Business Wire. 9 June 2020. 
Accessed 22 June 2020 < https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20200609005244/en/Cleveland-Cliffs-Announces-Earlier-Planned-Restart-
HBI-Construction> 
“Rand Logistics, INC. Completes Purchase of American Steamship Company from GATX Corporation”.  Rand Logistics. 14 May 2020. Accessed 22 
June 2020 < https://www.randlog.com/rand-logistics-inc-to-acquire-american-steamship-company-from-gatx-corporation-2/> 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

SEEING DOUBLE 
On May 25, 2020, the Mesabi 
Miner rafted off to her sister 
and fleetmate James R. Barker, 
which was in temporary layup 
due to the Coronavirus. The 
Miner tied up to her sister for a 
crew change and to await her 
turn at the dock, while the 
Barker was preparing to fit out 
for a return to service.  

Special thanks to David & Gus 
Schauer for this amazing 
photograph. 

NEWS IN PHOTOS 
THE LATEST NEWS CAPTURED IN PHOTOS 

In Memory of 

John D. Leitch 
January 11, 1921 – May 12, 2020 

Canadian shipping legend John 
D. Leitch passed away on May 
12, 2020 at the age of 99 years. 
He was best known as the head 
of Upper Lakes Shipping from 
1954 until the firm was sold to 
Algoma Central Corporation in 
2011. Read his full obituary at 
https://www.legacy.com/obitu
aries/thestar/obituary.aspx?n=j
ohn-daniel-
leitch&pid=196193746 

Photo of M/V John D. Leitch by 
Isaac Pennock 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

TUG MISSISSIPPI ARRIVES FOR SERVICE AT GLMA 
GREAT LAKES TOWING TUGBOAT MISSISSIPPI ADDED TO GREAT LAKES MARITIME ACADEMY TRAINING FLEET 

JUNE 1, 2020 

 The tugboat Mississippi sailed into the Great Lakes 
Maritime Academy’s harbor in Traverse City, Michigan, on 
June 1, 2020, under the command of Captain Cary 
Godwin. The tug, owned by the Great Lakes Towing 
Company of Cleveland, Ohio, was leased by the Maritime 
Academy beginning at the end of May. 

 The Mississippi will be used as a cadet training vessel 
for students at the Maritime Academy. The tug is under 
lease for the 2020 season, with an option to be renewed. 
The availability of the tug at Great Lakes Maritime 
Academy will add another option for cadets to complete 
their sea time requirements before graduation. Cadets at 
the academy are required to have 360 days of sea time 
before graduation. 

 The tug Mississippi was built in 1916 by the Great 
Lakes Towing Company of Cleveland, Ohio, as their hull 
#42. She is 80’ long and 20’ wide, originally being 
powered by a steam power plant. The Mississippi was 
repowered in 1957 with a single 1200 horsepower 
Cleveland 12-278 diesel engine turning her single screw. 

 
Mississippi arrives at Traverse City, Michigan. Photo by Logan Vasicek 

 
Mississippi in the Great Lakes Maritime Academy harbor. Photo by Logan Vasicek 

“About Us : Facilities & Vessels, The Mississippi”. Great Lakes Maritime Academy. N.d. Accessed 
22 June 2020. < https://www.nmc.edu/maritime/about/facilities-vessels.html> 
Lindner, Daniel. “A New Tug for GLMA”. Freighter Freak. 9 June 2020. Accessed 22 June 2020. 
<https://freighterfreak.wordpress.com/2020/06/09/a-new-tug-for-glma/> 
Pennock, Isaac. “Mississippi”. Great lakes Tugs & Workboats. N.d. Accessed 22 June 2020. < 
https://gltugs.wordpress.com/mississippi/> 
“Tugboat to expand GLMA’s sea time options and credentials”. Great Lakes Maritime Academy, 
Northwestern Michigan College. 29 May 2020. Accessed 22 June 2020. < 
https://www.nmc.edu/news/2020/05/tugboat-arrives.html> 

Mississippi arrives at Traverse City, 
Michigan. Photo by Logan Vasicek 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

On  a damp Tuesday morning in the graving dock at Fincantieri 
Bay Shipbuilding’s Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin, shipyard, the keel was 
laid for the first new Great Lakes freighter to be built in almost 40 
years. During ceremonies for the keel laying, Interlake Steamship 
chairman, James R. Barker, announced that the vessel, being 
constructed for Interlake, would be named Mark W. Barker, after 
James Barker’s son, and president of the company. 

 For almost a year now, Fincantieri Bay Shipbuilding has been 
constructing modular hull sections, since the first plate of steel was 
cut on August 14, 2019. Since the ship is not built from the keel up, 
the ceremony recognized the joining of the modular keel sections 
in the drydock. 

 “This ship represents Interlake’s determination to be an active 
and responsible participant in all aspects of Great Lakes trade” said 
James Barker. Workers at Fincantieri are equally as proud to be 
part of such a historic project. 

 “This large-scale bulk carrier is being built on the Great Lakes 
and will operate right here on the Great Lakes, which creates a 
sense of local and regional pride. Today’s ceremony with Interlake 
and the naming of the vessel really brings this ship to life. We are 
excited and appreciative for Interlake’s continued confidence in 
the quality of our work” said Todd Thayse, Vice President and 
General Manager of Fincantieri Bay Shipbuilding. 

 Before the sections of keel were laid on the keel blocks, Mark 
Barker’s sons Luke and Eli participated in the coin-setting tradition. 
The boys collected specially-minted coins, placing them in a bag, 
then nailing them to the keel block. The coins and keel block will 
be presented to Interlake upon the ship’s delivery, as they will be 
part of the ship’s artifacts. 

 “It is truly amazing to have a ship that is built here in Wisconsin 
and made from steel from Indiana that came from iron ore mined 
in Minnesota with U.S. crews, U.S. workers, and U. S. miners all 
doing this for our great country,” remarked Mark Barker.  

 The new ship will be 639’ long and 78’ wide, being equipped 
with a forward-mounted loop belt self-unloading system to service 
the ore, stone, and salt trades. She will be delivered in 2022. Other 
partners for this project include the American Bureau of Shipping, 
Arcelor Mittal, Bay Engineering, EMD Engines, Caterpillar, EMS-
Tech, Lufkin, Kongsberg, and MacGregor.  

KEEL LAID FOR NEW INTERLAKE STEAMSHIP FREIGHTER 
KEEL LAID AND NAME REVEALED FOR NEW INTERLAKE STEAMSHIP FREIGHTER M/V MARK W. BARKER 

JUNE 23, 2020 

 
Shipyard workers line the graving dock. Photo from Interlake Steamship 

 
Workers place the first two hull sections. Photo from Interlake Steamship 

 
The Barker family poses during the ceremony. Photo from Interlake Steamship 

“Keel Laid and Name Revealed for New Great Lakes Bulk Carrier”. Interlake Steamship Company. 23 June 
2020. Accessed 24 June 2020. <http://www.interlake-steamship.com/media/newsroom/keel-laid-and-
name-revealed-for-interlakes-new-great-lakes-bulk-carrier> 

 

Digital rendition of the Mark W. Barker after completion. 
Image from Interlake Steamship Company 



 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

NAVAL ARCHITECTURE & MARINE ENGINEERING 

IN THE DESIGN: ARTICULATED & INTEGRATED TUG-BARGES 
A LOOK BEHIND THE CONCEPT OF ARTICULATED AND INTEGRATED TUG-BARGES UNITS ON THE GREAT LAKES 

 

 

Tug-Barge systems on the Great Lakes have become 
increasingly popular over the past 50 years, drawing their roots 
back even further. The first notable tug/barge system on the 
Lakes was the barge G1 and the tug Carport, a specially-designed 
Integrated tug-barge constructed for Cargill in the early 1950’s. 
In 1963, the powered steamer Horace S. Wilkinson was cut down 
into a barge, being pushed by a powerful tug in a notch in her 
stern. Several of these early systems were found to be as 
competitive against powered freighters. The failure of the 
integrated tug-barge concept on the Presque Isle of 1973 left 
many to doubt these systems. In the 1960’s, Escanaba, Michigan 
native Clyde VanEnkevort pioneered the Bark River Hydraconn 
articulated tug-barge connection system, revolutionizing the 
market on the Great Lakes, and truly bringing the idea of the 
articulated tug-barge to life. These systems became increasingly 
popular in the 1990’s, with several older ships being converted 
into articulated barges. Today, many of these barges are still in 
active service after being given their new lease on life. 

 
 
The concept of the articulated tug-barge (ATB) was meant to 

be an improvement over their predecessor, the integrated tug-
barge (ITB). ITB’s can be described as “ships with detachable 
engine rooms”, a tugboat fits into a specially-designed notch in 
the barge, where the two rigidly lock together, essentially 
becoming a single ship. The tug and barge are not permitted to 
move in relation to each other, as they are locked in place the 
entire time they are connected.  

 Most ITB tugs are unseaworthy when operating outside of 
their barge. The initial intent of ITB’s was to take advantage of 
USCG regulation loopholes that classified the barge as an 
unmanned vessel if the tug was capable of operating in all 
weather, but since they are essentially a single vessel when 
connected, they were not able to take advantage of a smaller 
crew size.  

The ATB was designed so that the tug can lock into the notch 
of the barge, while being able to move in pitch independently 
from the barge. The tug is also designed to meet towing 
requirements for the barge, making it a dual-mode towing 
vessel. The tugboats are designed to operate in all weather 
conditions, and are considered independent of their barge. Thus, 
the barge then can be classified as an unmanned vessel, and the 
crewing requirements are regulated based on the tugboat. ATB’s 
are optimized to be of cost savings for their operators, as they 
bring cuts in crew, operation, and construction costs.  

ATB’s come with many other advantages as well, such as that 
the tugs and barges are often interchangeable.  If an operator 
has a spare tug that is capable of pushing one of their barges, the 
tug can be switched out for repairs or need maintenance, or vice 
versa. If the tug or the barge is lost, it is not a complete loss as 
one unit can be replaced.  

While there are many advantages to the ATB systems, there 
are a few disadvantages. ATB’s are not as maneuverable, as the 
tug’s rudder spacing is limited due to its smaller width. The tug is 
also limited by the smaller size of its propellers due to its 
shallower draft. ATB’s are generally not as fast or as efficient as 
powered ships, as there is a degree of hydrodynamic inefficiency 
between the barge’s notched stern and the tugboat, limiting 
water flow to the tug’s propellers.  
 

A BRIEF BACKGROUND & HISTORY 

HOW ARTICULATED TUG-BARGES WORK 

The ATB Dorothy Ann / Pathfinder is an example of a successful conversion 
of a powered ship to a self-unloader ATB. Photo by Roger LeLievre 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Special thanks to the naval architects who provided their time and resources to 
help me write this article. Thank you to Travis Martin, Fred Koller, and Nicholas 
Posh from Bay Engineering, and Andrew MacDonald from Port City Marine 
Services. –Brendan Falkowski 

 
 
 While the basic design of ATB’s is common, there are 

several different connection systems to link the tug and barge 
together. The rope connection system is likely the simplest. The 
tug fits into a notch or pushing knee on the barge, and is lashed 
in using lines or cables. This system is most commonly found on 
river systems, and is limited to calm waters.  
The next common system is the Bludworth connection. The 
tugboat is fitted with a caliper on the bow, with an appearance 
of a battering ram, as well as two large vertical pads, on either 
side of the vessel near midship. The tug will fit into the notch of 
the barge, and the bow caliper will lock onto a 1-2’’ thick vertical 
bar at the forward end of the notch, and the pads on the tug will 
press against large plates in the side of the notch. The majority of 
the pushing/pulling force of the tug is transferred into the barge 
through the bow caliper. The Bludworth system is easily 
interchangeable, and tugs with the system are easily connected 
to other barges with the system. The tugboat can also connect to 
her barge at any draft. 
 The four remaining systems are all variations in design on the 
Artubar system, which used hydraulic pins that locked into 
sockets in the sides of the barge notch.  The Articouple system, 
designed by Japanese Naval Architect Takeo Namaguchi, was the 
first variation on this design. The Articouple system utilized two 
hydraulic rams mounted in the tug that would  

VARIATIONS IN DESIGN Push out and lock into a toothed rack in the sides of the 
barge’s notch.  This system allowed the tug to pitch and pivot 
around the pins, as well as allow it to connect at any draft. The 
next variation on this system was the American-developed 
Interconn system, with the main difference being that the tug 
used a geared electric motor to push the pins into place. The 
Hydraconn, or Bark River Towing system, is almost a combination 
of the Articouple and Interconn systems, and has been used 
almost exclusively on the Great Lakes. The hydraulic rams 
onboard the tug have several teeth on each side to lock into the 
racks on the barge, as opposed to the single teeth on the rams 
for the Articouple and Interconn systems. Hydraconn was 
developed by Clyde S. VanEnkevort in the 1960’s, and became 
increasingly popular in the 1990’s. The last of these similar 
systems, the JAK system, utilizes a single pin onboard the tug 
rather than toothed rams that fit into sockets in the barge’s 
notch. JAK systems are typically pneumatically operated, though 
some come with a hydraulic option.  
 The design of ATB’s has been revolutionized over the past 50 
years, and as these systems become more and more popular, the 
technology will surely continue to improve as it moves into the 
future.  
 

BLUDWORTH CONNECTION SYSTEM 

 
The tugboat Caroline McKee. On the forward end is the Bludworth caliper, which 
houses the hydraulic rams that clamp to the vertical bar on the barge. Just forward 
of midship are the vertical Bludworth pads spanning two decks. On the tug side, 
these extend out to press into the barge notch to assist securing the ATB. 

 
The notch on the barge St. Marys Challenger while in drydock. Center is the vertical 
Bludworth bar that the tug caliper clamps to. On the left side of the picture you’ll 
see the side pads of the Bludworth that contact the tug’s corresponding pads. This 
provides roll stability and further secures the ATB together. 

Photos and descriptions courtesy of Andrew MacDonald and Port City Marine 

HYDRACONN CONNECTION SYSTEM 

 
Close up of the Hydraconn ram pin onboard the tug Ken Boothe Sr. This ram fits into 
toothed rack inside the barge’s notch, locking the tug and barge together. Photo by 
Roger LeLievre 

 
Hardly visible, but the tug Ken Boothe Sr. is just out of the notch of her barge Lakes 
Contender. You can see the pins on the tug below the base of her pilothouse. These 
will lock into teeth in the barge’s notch. Photo by Isaac Pennock 
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TIM S. DOOL 
 

 
 
 In late 1966, the Mohawk Navigation Company of Montreal, Quebec, ordered a 
new Great Lakes bulk carrier, signing a contract with the Saint John Shipbuilding and 
Dry Dock Company of Saint John, New Brunswick. Thus began the construction of 
Hull #1084, a new Seaway sized gearless bulk carrier. The new ship would be the 
second vessel constructed for Great Lakes service with her wheelhouse, 
accommodations, and machinery spaces aft, the first being her fleetmate Silver Isle. 
She was constructed using the lightest weight steel that would pass classification 
society and Coast Guard certification in order to increase cargo capacity.  
 The ship, launched as the Senneville on October 15, 1967, was 730’ long and 75’ 
wide, and was capable of carrying 28,200 tons of cargo at her mid-summer draft of 
27’09’’. Cargo onboard was contained in 6 holds, which were accessed by 18 hatches 
on her spar deck. A single M.A.N. K6Z78/155 diesel engine turned her single 
controllable pitch propeller, pushing the Senneville at speeds of up to 17 mph.  
 The Senneville became the flagship of the Mohawk fleet upon entering service, 
departing Sept-Iles, Quebec, with a cargo of iron ore on November 8, 1967 on her 
maiden voyage. She transited the Welland Canal for the first time on November 11, 
1967, passing upbound on her way to Cleveland, Ohio, to deliver her first cargo. 
 On September 19, 1969, Mohawk Navigation announced that the management 
of their fleet would be passed over to Scott Misener Steamships of St. Catharines, 
Ontario, beginning the 1970 season. The Senneville had the honor of being the first 
vessel to pass downbound through the newly constructed Welland Canal bypass on 
March 28, 1973. 
 The Senneville set a Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Seaway rye record on October 
4, 1975, with 1,026,983 bushels loaded at Thunder Bay, Ontario, bound for Sorel, 
Quebec, a record that still stands to this day. She ran aground at Thunder Bay, 
Ontario, while outbound with grain on October 3, 1977, being lightered the next day 
to only find cracks in one of her ballast tanks.  

 
Tim S. Dool in drydock with fresh paint. Photo by Daniel 

Lindner 

 
Tim S. Dool at Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan. Photo by Roger 

LeLievre 

HISTORY Tim S. Dool loading at Thunder Bay, Ontario, 
August 31, 2019. Photo by Sam Hankinson 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 The Algoville was rechristened Tim S. Dool 
in a small ceremony on June 3, 2008, below 
Lock 1 on the Welland Canal, to honor the 
former President and CEO of Algoma central 
Corporation. Management of the Dool was 
taken up solely by Algoma Central 
Corporation after they purchased Upper 
Lakes Shipping in 2011. 
 The Tim S. Dool has had the honor of 
being the command of Algoma Central’s first 
female captain, Charlene Munden, who took 
command in 2019. The Tim S. Dool continues 
to be an active member of the Algoma fleet, 
serving the ore and grain trades.  

SOURCES: 
“M/V Lee A. Tregurtha”. Interlake Steamship Company. N.d. Accessed 30 Apr 2020. <http://www.interlake-steamship.com/our-fleet/m-v-lee-a.-tregurtha/> 
Reaume, Earl J., Jr. U.S. Freighters of the Great Lakes. Border Publishing, 2000. Pp. 223-224. 
Thompson, Mark L. Queen of the Lakes. Wayne State University Press, 1994. Pp. 173-174. 
Wharton, George. “Lee A. Tregurtha”. Boatnerd.com. N.d. Accessed 30 Apr 2020. <http://boatnerd.com/pictures/fleet/leeatregurtha.htm> 
Whelan, Ned. The Interlake Steamship Company: In Service to America since 1913. Interlake Steamship Company, 2013. Pp. 39, 111. 

 

 Prior to entering service for the 1980 season, the Senneville and her fleetmate 
Silver Isle were acquired by the newly formed Pioneer Shipping LTD. Pioneer was 
owned by James Richardson & Sons of Winnipeg, Manitoba, a large grain handler. 
The Mohawk fleet typically served Richardson’s cargo handling needs. The new 
Pioneer vessels remained under the management of Scott Misener Steamships, and 
were repainted in their distinctive Pioneer orange-red hull with yellow forecastles, 
white cabins, and orange-red stacks.  
 In 1991, management was transferred to Great Lakes Bulk Carriers of St. 
Catharines, Ontario, a partnership between Canada steamship Lines, Misener, and 
Pioneer Shipping, to operate their gearless bulk freighters. Over the winter of 
1991/1992, the Senneville had double bottom steel work completed, as well as the 
rebuilding of her #1 cargo hold into a dry bulk/liquid cargo tank, making her capable 
of handling canola oil, or dry bulk cargoes. 
 On April 8, 1994, Algoma Central Corporation closed a deal with Pioneer Shipping 
to purchase their ships Senneville and Silver Isle at a price of $5.7 Million (CA). This 
deal was made after Scott Misener Steamships and Great Lakes Bulk Carriers 
collapsed. The Pioneer ships became part of the Algoma Central fleet on June 1, 
1994, after being repainted in Algoma blue and renamed Algoville. She would be 
managed by Seaway Bulk Carriers, a partnership between Algoma Central 
Corporation and Upper Lakes Shipping. 
 During the 1996 season, the Algoville underwent an extensive rebuilding and 
refit at Port Weller Dry Docks of St. Catharines, Ontario. Her side tanks and shell 
were removed and replaced, and her hull was widened by 3’ [1.5’ on each side] to 
bring her to the maximum Seaway width allowance. The project cost approximately 
$6.4 million (CA) and increased her capacity to 31,250 tons at a mid-summer draft of 
28’11’’ and 27,360 tons at her Seaway draft of 26’06’’. 
 In 2000, management was once again transferred to Seaway Marine Transport, 
after Seaway Bulk Carriers and Seaway Self-Unloaders were merged. The Algoville 
became disabled while downbound on Lake Huron near Alpena, Michigan, on May 1, 
2006. She was towed to Goderich, Ontario, by the tugboat Manitou, for repairs, 
departing to unload her cargo on May 13. She then laid up at Hamilton, Ontario, on 
May 23 for an engine replacement. The work of installing her new MaK 8M43C 
diesel engine would be carried out by Heddle Marine. While work was going on, a 
fire broke out below decks on January 25, 2007, but did not cause any injuries or 
damage to the ship. After passing her sea trials, the Algoville returned to service on 
October 21, 2007. 

 
Tim S. Dool on the St. Marys River, March 25, 2017. Photo by 

Matt Miner 

 
Senneville in Pioneer colors at the Soo Locks. Photo by Roger 

LeLievre 

Senneville on the St. Marys River, July 1972. 
Photo by Roger LeLievre 
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Cover Photo: The Barker family poses for the keel laying of the new Interlake 
ship Mark W. Barker. Photo from the Interlake Steamship Company 
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